
Remember that the next time someone calls or comes in your store offering cheaply made offshore product 
with a “1 free with X” deal.  All that product does is hold pills, but Pillboard® products put your pharmacy 
right in the hands of customers, allowing you to continue to reach them in their homes long after they've 
left your store! It’s FAST, EASY and EFFECTIVE!

Oh, did we mention our marketing team’s assistance is absolutely FREE?  

Exclusively from  
proudly manufacturing our 
ground-breaking products in 
Tennessee since 1998. WWW.PROVIAL.COM • 800-392-9824

BUY 1 GET 7*FREE!

When you order vials & caps from any other Rx packaging company, you get … vials & caps.  

When you order Tri State’s revolutionary containers, you get the 
containers plus our entire marketing and graphics team!  That’s right, we put our talented 
graphics and marketing professionals to work for YOU - absolutely FREE - helping you design marketing & 
promotional messages on Pillboard® caps & labels that work for you to build your business.

No one else in the industry does this for you, giving you marketing capabilities even 
the large chains envy.  Let our team go to work for you, and watch your script counts 
increase, your brand identity increase, and your sales increase.  Only the Pillboard® 
products from TSD give you full color, custom messages in up to 8 different varieties 
inside every case of product.  Not sure how to create effective marketing panels and 
caps?  No worries, since our team will be with you every step of the way, helping you 
choose from the THOUSANDS of existing cap and label designs already on file, 
helping you customize them for YOUR store, and ensuring that the entire experience 
is easy & hassle free

This gives a whole new meaning to “free goods”! This gives a whole new meaning to “free goods”! 
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